Opportunity begins when you go beyond traditional print.

The Xerox® ED95A and ED125 Copier/Printers are made to rise above the challenges faced by the most demanding, print-intensive environments. With these printers, you can print more, faster and for less — and exceed expectations with next-level finishing and feeding capabilities.

How do the ED95A and ED125 help you grow your business? They free you up to produce great work. The ED95A and ED125 deliver a robust set of features and capabilities, with the flexibility to choose your print speed and finishing/feeding options that make the most sense for your business.

RELIABLE FINISHING

• Standard stacking and punching
• Booklet finishing
• 2 and 3 hole punching and high-capacity stacking

COMPLETE CONFIDENCE

• 256 Bit encryption
• HDD encryption with overwrite
• S/MIME encrypted email
• FIPS 140-2 encryption

SPEED, FLOW AND FLEXIBILITY

• Choose 100 ppm or 125 ppm
• Intuitive 10.4” color touch screen
• 250-sheet single-pass color scanning
• Integrated copy/print server includes customizable job flows
• Scan to multiple formats including optional searchable PDF

ENABLING A CIRCULAR ECONOMY

• Product contains multiple reused components
• Reused parts meet the same high performance standards as new parts
• By purchasing this device, you contribute to a safer, more sustainable economy

ED-SERIES COPIER PRINTER QUICK FACTS

• Speeds: 100 and 125 ppm
• Single-pass scanner: Up to 200 images per minute (ipm)
• Superb image quality: 2400 x 2400 dpi, providing consistent high-quality reproduction of text, solids, photos and graphics
• A large set of security features including secure print, data encryption, and overwrite capabilities

XEROX® EX II PRINT SERVER POWERED BY FIERY® QUICK FACTS

• Blazing fast RIP speeds
• Improved rendering
• Enhanced greyscale
• Latest Fiery® security
Flexibility for every environment.

ED95A & ED125
Choose from two speeds: 100 ppm and 125 ppm

2-Tray High-Capacity Feeder
2,000 sheets each tray (4,000 sheets total): letter-size

Standard Finisher
2/3-hole punching, 3,000-sheet stacking, 200-sheet interposing, single or dual 100-sheet variable length stapling

Booklet Maker Finisher
All the features of the Standard Finisher plus 2,000-sheet stacking tray, booklet making up to 25 sheets (100 pages)

Xerox® EXII Print Server
Manage multiple job queues or printers. Improved tab set up and capabilities. Better IT tools for faster set up and maintenance.

DRIVE RESULTS WITH THE RIGHT APPLICATIONS

Education
Curriculum materials, workbooks, student directories, and yearbooks.

Office
Newsletters, handouts, presentations, reports and correspondence.

Legal, insurance and healthcare
Evidentiary, discover and case management documents, schedules and newsletters.

Data centers
Statements, bills and schedules.

Quick, franchise or enterprise/in-plant printers
Complex jobs, collateral, calendars, catalogs, manuals, newsletters and forms.

For more information, visit xerox.com.
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